
September 15, 2022

The Building Regional Adaptation Capacity and Expertise (BRACE) Presents: 

Building Adaptation Skills for a Changing 
Climate Webinar Series

Building Adaptation Skills for Engineers
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Building Adaptation Skills…

• for Engineers – September 15, 1 – 2 pm
• for Planners – October 3, 1-2 pm

• Key Considerations for Upskilling the Workforce of Tomorrow – Early / Mid October 

• for Indigenous Communities – Late October

• for Water Management – Early / Mid November

• in Economic Sectors – Late November

• for Young Professionals – December 7, 1 - 2 pm

WEBINAR SERIES
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BRACE PROGRAM
Overview

• $18M over 5 years (2017-2022)
• Building regional adaptation 

capacity and expertise to increase 
adaptation action and climate 
resilience 

• 20 thematic projects targeting a 
broad range of audiences 

Targeted approach 
• Worked with all Provinces to 

scope out priorities and co-
develop projects

Types of Deliverable
• Webinars and online modules
• Training workshops and courses
• Web platforms, videos, case studies
• Guidelines for practitioners
• Networks and communities of practice
• Internships and resources for educators 
• Management plans that incorporate adaptation
• Sectoral adaptation strategies
• …



WEBINAR PRESENTERS
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Curt Hull :  Sustainability Consultant and Project Director, Climate Change Connection, Winnipeg
Building Climate Resilience and Collaboration in Manitoba 

Paul Cobb:  Manager, Training Services, Climate Risk Institute
The Infrastructure Resilience Professional Credential – Developing and recognizing infrastructure 
adaptation skills 

Serge Dupuis: Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering Department, Université de Moncton
Trying to ‘Adapt’ Engineers to use Climate Adaptation Knowledge on Critical Infrastructure – A New 
Brunswick Approach



B u i l d i n g  C l i m a t e  R e s i l i e n c e  &  
C o l l a b o r a t i o n  i n  M a n i t o b a

- Building Adaptation Skills for Engineers

- September 15, 2022
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BRACE / MCRT
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B e s t  p r a c t i c e s  /
L e s s o n s  l e a r n e d



Summary Metr ics



Fol low-up Survey responses



Fol low-up Survey responses



N e x t  s t e p s



Fol low-up Survey responses



Fol low-up Survey responses



MCRT 2.0  ?



T h a n k  y o u





The 
Infrastructure 
Resilience 
Professional 
Credential
Developing and recognizing 
infrastructure adaptation skills



We need the tools and 
skills to act urgently.
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Adaptation measures reduce risks from 

climate impacts but efforts will be 

overwhelmed by increasingly extreme 

weather events unless combined with 

aggressive mitigation efforts to curb 

global warming.

IPCC 2022 WGII SPM



Climate Risk Institute

Advance Practice and Deliver Services

• Climate vulnerability and 
risk assessment

• Adaptation planning

• Policy evaluation

• Adaptation and Resilience 
Research and Assessments
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• Academically affiliated
• Non profit
• Previously  known as  

Ontario Centre for Climate 
Impacts and Adaptation 
Resources (OCCIAR)



Critical skills
Demonstrating and applying 
climate change knowledge 
becoming a common, critical 
aspect at all stages of 
infrastructure life-cycle. 

- Image from Infrastructure 
Canada Climate Lens Resilience 
Assessment



Professional 
obligations
• Regulators and associations 

are making clear expectations 
and obligations for their 
members – there’s a need to 
consider climate resilience. 
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CRI’s Training Programs at a glance
Professional Development Streams

Infrastructure 
Resilience and 
Engineering

Planning* 

Forestry** Public 
Health**

Additional Training and 
Capacity Development 
• International training delivery

• Customized training for: 
• Agencies, departments, companies
• Sub-sectors

• Communities of Practice

• Capacity Development Resources
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*Natural Resource Canada’s Building Regional Adaptation Capacity 
and Expertise (BRACE) program supported the course development.  
**Planned / In development



Core courses for 
Infrastructure 
and Engineering 
Professionals and 
Practitioners
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PIEVC
Risk Principles

Protocol Steps

Asset Management
Resilience strategies

Natural Infrastructure

Management of Risk 
Analytical risk tools

Risk Communication

Applied Climate Science
Data in design

Team-building

Policy and Procurement
Policy fundamentals

Resilience through procurement

Climate Law
Legal implications

Professional obligations



Infrastructure Risk and the PIEVC Protocol
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PIEVC Course Learning Outcomes: 

1. An increased understanding of the impacts and liabilities related to public infrastructure as 
a result of climate change;

2. An increased understanding of historical climate trends, methods for projecting future climate, 
and approaches for acquiring and applying climate data in infrastructure assessments;

3. A basic understanding of risk assessment as applied to infrastructure responses to 
climate change;

4. Hands-on experience with the application of climate change risk assessment for 
selected infrastructure examples;

5. Increased understanding of formulating strategies and recommendations for 
addressing infrastructure climate vulnerabilities; and,

6. Insights related to the use of multi-disciplinary teams in assessing and addressing the impacts of 
climate change on infrastructure.



PIEVC Course Modules 

Module 1: 
Welcome to PIEVC

Module 2:  Getting 
started with the 
PIEVC protocol

Module 3: 
Assessing Climate 

Risk with the 
Protocol

Module 4: Applying 
the protocol 

through case study

Module 5:  
Finalizing your 

PIEVC assessment
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Approaches to course delivery
• Mix of self-paced content and ‘live’ 

sessions with expert instructors
• Hands-on case study work
• Diverse engagement approaches 

(quizzes, readings, discussion 
boards and collaborative work)



Our instructors
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Expertise, experience and passion for resilience and adaptation. 



IRP history and goals
Engineers Canada – and its networks –
identified the need for this training and 
credential early on. CRI assumed 
responsibility for the Program and 
began offering the courses in 2020.

Program goals for infrastructure 
practitioners: 
! use requisite tools to assess future 

climate impacts;  
! apply a systems approach to threats 

on infrastructure services, to 
maintain their safe operations; and, 

! reduce risk to the public resulting 
from a changing climate. 



IRP Credential Requirements
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Climate Change 
and Infrastructure 

Risk Assessment: the 
PIEVC Protocol

Asset Management 
& Climate Resiliency

Climate Law for 
Infrastructure 
Practitioners

Management of 
Climate Risk for 
Infrastructure 
Practitioners

Applied Climate 
Science for 

Infrastructure 
Practitioners

Climate Smart 
Policy and 

Procurement

Successful completion of six courses, final exam, and demonstration 
of experience. 



Guidance and oversight
• National Advisory Committee

• Advises on credential requirements; program advice.
• Sub-committee to review IRP applications.

• Course Review Committees
• Individual courses supported by advisory and/or review 

committees. 
• Review curriculum topics, learning approach and more. 

• Robust training platforms and learning design
• Collaboration with Royal Roads University provides access 

to expertise in learning design and student engagement. 
• Access to learning management system and IT support. 
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CRI takes a collaborative 
approach to course and 
curriculum development 

and strives to build a 
diverse roster of 

instructors with expertise 
and experience to 

develop and deliver 
training. 



Recognizing value of the IRP credential
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CanAdapt

Creating a new home for climate training, collaboration and networking. 
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Final notes
• New platforms – making the most of new approaches to learning 

design in online environments. New platforms also means efficient 
roll-out of additional or modified courses based on demand. 
• Languages – CRI delivering PIEVC in French via partnership with 

Ouranos with aim to expand French language offerings.
• PIEVC Partnership work – CRI working collaboratively with GIZ and 

ICLR on multiple fronts including course catalogue, Global Forum, 
PIEVC family of tools (e.g. portfolio manual).
• Regulators – building relationships with national (Engineers Canada) 

and provincial regulators around IRP and PIEVC critical to reach 
audience. 
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PAUL.COBB@CLIMATERISKINSTITUTE.CA

CLIMATERISKINSTITUTE.CA

THANK YOU!



Serge Dupuis, P. Eng., FEC, MBA, M.Sc.
Université de Moncton

Building Adaptation Skills for a Changing Climate Webinar Series (Engineering) – Natural Resources Canada – September 15, 2022

Trying to ‘Adapt’ Engineers 
to use Climate Adaptation 

Knowledge on Critical 
Infrastructure

A New Brunswick Approach



‘We have it all in Atlantic Canada!’
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o Beautiful rivers

o Long beaches

o Majestic forests

o Salty sea breezes

o Magical snow

o Devoted professionals!



‘We have it all in Atlantic Canada!’
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o Torrential rains
o November 2021 – NF and Lab

o Storm surges
o September 2019 - Shediac

o Ice storms
o January 2017 - Acadian Peninsula

o Extreme snow events
o January 2020 – NF and Lab

o Tornado
o June 2021 - Florenceville-Bristol 

o Devoted professionals!



Professionals role in CCA
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• All professional disciplines
• Professionals are key in the battle against a changing 

climate
• Complements the interdisciplinary work that is essential

• Professionals
• Understand the need to build resilience through CC 

adaptation
• Fight to reduce the risks and costs related to the 

repercussions of CC
• Promote informed CC based decision making



Partners – BRACE–NB Engineers
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Appuyé par le Programme d’adaptation 
aux changements climatiques de 
Ressources naturelles Canada

Supported by Natural Resources Canada’s
Climate Change Adaptation Program



BRACE-NB-Engineers
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• Université de Moncton
• Our team: 

Serge Dupuis, P.Eng., FEC, MBA, M. Sc.
Projet Lead

Catherine LeBlanc, B.Eng., JD, B.Ed.
Projet Coordinator



BRACE-NB- Engineers
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• Objectives for our engineering professionals
• Develop training and resources
• Better equipped to advance CCA in our communities
• Bonus: Become leaders in Canada in CCA

• How
• Webinars
• In-person and virtual workshops
• Courses and modules developed
• Training Resources



BRACE-NB - Engineers
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• Webinars
• 6 for NB Engineers
• 1 national BRACE audience

• Workshops
• 3 in-person (2 NB and 1 national)
• 2 virtual (national)



BRACE-NB - Engineers
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• Courses and modules developed
• Virtual intensive course (15 hours) on climate change risk 

assessments for engineers ( French and English)

• Training Resources
• Climate Change Risk Assessment Toolkit
• Website - Engineers in Adaptation
• Case studies



BRACE-NB - Engineers
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What have we learned:
• Significant participation of engineers from N.B.

• 460 engineers in total (webinars and workshops)
• 30 engineers certified in CC risk assessment training in N.B.
• Serious interest in CCA in all engineering disciplines

• Important and 
encouraging
feedback…

• From NB
• and  Nationally



Leading the way…already
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Our bonus objective:
• New Brunswick BRACE project

• Effective management team of 2
• NB BRACE project chosen nationally for 2 workshop panels
• Bilingual capacities for most deliverables
• IBWG  - ‘Infrastructure and Buildings Working Group’
• CSA Group– Canadian Standards Association partnership

• 1st in Canada webinar series

• Infrastructure Canada – Expert advisory table to adopt
Canada’s first National Adaptation Strategy



Leading the way…already
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• ‘ARP-Adaptation Resource Pathway’ for Canadian engineers

• Best Practices Guide for Professional Training of Engineers in 
Climate Change Adaptation in Canada

• Primer
• Scientific article



Next Steps
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• Promoting our Best Practices Guide for Professional 
Training of Engineers in Climate Change Adaptation 
across Canada
• Partnering with the Government of NB on prioritizing

funding on existing community CCA plans
• Partnering Université de Moncton and the University of 

New Brunswick to help NB infrastructure owners
collaborate on best practices of managing
infrastructure



In conclusion…our best practices
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• Our findings…

• There is no magic solution to adapt to CC…yet
• CC professionals are sought to reflect
• They need basic education first, then specialization
• Labor market is already looking for specialists in CCA
• BRACE projects have provided (training, certification, tool, data)
• OUR main takeaway is the TRAINING: match the goal to the type

• With the ultimate goal of better preparing Atlantic Canadian 
professionals for a better future.



Serge Dupuis, P. Eng., FEC, MBA, M.Sc.
Université de Moncton

Building Adaptation Skills for a Changing Climate Webinar Series (Engineering) – Natural Resources Canada – September 15, 2022

Trying to ‘Adapt’ Engineers 
to use Climate Adaptation 

Knowledge on Critical 
Infrastructure

A New Brunswick Approach



Questions?
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Learn more about the Building 
Adaptation Skills for a 

Changing Climate Webinar 
Series

Thank you!

Learn more about the BRACE 
Program, including tools and 

resources 

Explore past Adaptation 
Platform webinars
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Click here to: 

Click here to: Click here to: 

For questions on BRACE, please email: nrcan.adaptation.rncan@Canada.ca

Fill out a very short evaluation 
form for today’s webinar 

Click here to: 

https://climateriskinstitute.ca/2022/06/20/coming-soon-brace-webinar-series/
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/climate-change-adapting-impacts-and-reducing-emissions/building-regional-adaptation-capacity-and-expertise-program/21324
https://climateriskinstitute.ca/platform-webinars/
mailto:nrcan.adaptation.rncan@Canada.ca
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.surveymonkey.com%2Fr%2FBRACEweb1&data=05%7C01%7Cdominique.auger%40NRCan-RNCan.gc.ca%7Cfcf91a29f12642a4f63808da9694ccd5%7C05c95b3390ca49d5b644288b930b912b%7C0%7C0%7C637987863071147756%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ptNFK10fof0Lf%2FAZ4AOQtJvCnQMy7%2Bs9kUp1fLVR%2Fkw%3D&reserved=0

